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Balancing Exploration – Exploitation in Image Retrieval

Dorota Głowacka and Sayantan Hore
HIIT, Department of Computer Science, University of Helsinki, Finland

Abstract. In recent years there has been an increased interest in developing exploration–exploitation algorithms for image search. However, little research has been done as to what type of image search such techniques might be most beneficial. We present an interactive image retrieval system that combines Reinforcement Learning with an interface designed to allow users to actively engage in directing the search. Reinforcement Learning is used to model the user interests by allowing the system to trade off between exploration (unseen types of image) and exploitation (images the system thinks are relevant). A task-based user study indicates that for certain types of searches a traditional exploitation-based system is more than adequate, while for others a more complex system trading off exploration and exploitation is more beneficial.

Image retrieval techniques operating on meta-data, such as textual annotations, have become the industry standard. However, with the explosive growth of image collections, tagging new images quickly is not always possible. Secondly, there are many instances where image search by query is problematic, e.g. finding an illustration for an article about “youth”. A solution to such a problem is content-based image retrieval (CBIR) [6]. Early experiments show that CBIR can be improved through relevance feedback by involving the user in the search loop [1]. However, relevance feedback can lead to a context trap, where users specify the context so strictly that they can only exploit a limited area of information space. Combining exploration/exploitation strategies with relevance feedback is a popular attempt at avoiding the context trap [2, 3, 7]. However, few studies have been done showing the advantages (and disadvantages) of exploratory image retrieval systems. We report preliminary studies showing under what conditions exploratory image search might be most beneficial and where exploratory search may actually hinder the search results. For this purpose, we built a query-less image search system incorporating state of the art reinforcement learning (RL) techniques to allow the system to efficiently balance between exploration and exploitation.

System Overview. The system assists users in finding images in a database of unannotated images without query typing. The RL methods and interactive interface allow users to direct the search according to their interests. The interface and an example search are presented in Figure 1. The search starts with a display of a collage of images. To ensure that the initial set is a good representation of the entire image space, we cluster all the images in \( k \) clusters, where \( k \) is the number of displayed images and then we sample an image from each cluster. Our pre-user study shows that this technique provides a good starting point for the search. When the mouse hovers over an image,
Fig. 1. The first four iterations of an example search for “City by night”.

Experiments. We conducted a set of user studies to evaluate the impact of exploration on three types of searches [1]: (1) Target search - looking for a particular image; (2) Category search - looking for any image from a given category, e.g. image of a cat; (3)
Open search - browsing a collection of images without knowing what the target may look like. The study included three conditions: 1) our Gaussian Process system (GP), 2) a version of our system that uses only exploration (EXPLOIT), and 3) a system that presents random images at each iteration (RAND). In EXPLOIT, the exploration level was set to 0, which means that the system can only present images similar to the ones marked as relevant. The same interface was used in all settings. We used the MIRFLICKR-25000 dataset [4] consisting of 25000 images from the social photography site Flickr and commonly used in assessment of image retrieval and annotation tasks. We recruited 20 post-graduate students to run the experiments. Each participant was asked to perform three tasks for all three types of searches, i.e. each participant performed 9 searchers. We counterbalanced between the tasks and the systems for each subject so that each task was performed the same number of times with each system. The participants were asked to finish the task when they find the target image (in target search) or when they feel they found the ideal image in category and open searches. In all the tasks, the search was limited to 25 iterations. In target search, participants were presented with an image and a short description of that image and then asked to look for that image. In category and open searches, no example images were provided and participants were only given a short description of what to look for, e.g. red rose or illustration for an article about gardening.
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**Fig. 2.** Average number of iterations along with 95% confidence intervals.

We measured the average number of iterations to complete each task (Figure 2), which is a standard performance measure to evaluate CBIR systems [1]. GP-SOM outperforms EXPLOIT and RAND in all search types indicating that adding exploration to image search provides better support for user needs. There is little difference between GP-SOM and EXPLOIT in target search, indicating that when users have a specific image in mind from the onset, adding exploration makes little improvement. GP-SOM is more suitable for searches that are more exploratory in nature, such as category or open search, where the user first wants to browse the dataset before deciding what image they really want. We also counted the cumulative number of images that received positive feedback over search sessions in order to assess users’ engagement in the search process (Figure 3). In target search, GP-SOM and EXPLOIT behave in a similar way. In category and open searches, GP-SOM displays relevant images throughout the search,
while EXPLOIT stops providing relevant images after about 10 iterations, which indicates that users “get stuck” in a very limited area of the image space.

To summarize, GP-SOM exposes users to a higher number of relevant images in searches that are more vague in nature compared to EXPLOIT which narrows down the image space available to the user from the onset, which makes it more suited for target search. The results have significant implications for design of image retrieval system, where different strategies should be applied depending on the type of search, e.g. if we know that users will always make short searches then an EXPLOIT-type system will do a good job. However, if users have to perform longer open-ended searches (e.g. browsing a database of missing people), then a system based on exploration-exploitation might be more appropriate. In the future, we plan to run extensive user studies to get a better understanding of the relationship between search type and various levels of exploration.
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